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Overview

• Growth in acquisitions
• Principles and process
• Key Opportunities
• Recommendations
• Status update and timeline
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Number of Acquisitions is Growing Rapidly

• Sound Transit is acquiring more 
property than any other entity—public 
or private—in the area.

• Based on what we can project, we 
estimate that ST3 will impact at least 
1,300 additional properties.

• Volume aside, the transactions to 
come are among the most complex we 
have done.
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Cross-Agency and External Participation

• DECM – Joe Gray, Jeff Munnoch, Tom Wilson
• PEPD – Kent Hale, Soraya Lowry, Zach Eskenazi
• Legal – Paul Moomaw
• GCR – Trinity Parker
• CEA – Jennifer Dice
• EXEC – Julie Marshall, Rhonda Carter
• External Participants – Jennifer Hines (City of Tacoma), Tom Hingson 

(City of Everett), Sue Baugh (Former Real Estate Agent)
• Facilitator – Jennifer Haury (The Athena Group)
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Task Force Principles

To better serve residential and commercial property owners and tenants who are 
impacted by system expansion projects, Sound Transit will be customer-focused
and collaborative. In order to do so, we will create a communication process that 
is:

Trustworthy 
Informative 
High-quality
Personalized 

Inclusive
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Key Areas of Opportunity

• With many departments and divisions involved, communications were 
not coordinated.

• Roles, responsibilities, and standards for customer communication 
were unclear.

• Efforts to mitigate anxiety and adapt messages to individual property 
owners were inconsistent.

• Communications were not designed to ensure property owners or 
occupants were informed in a way they understood.
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Recommendations

• Enhance internal coordination
– Procure and implement an IT system that will centralize information 

for staff to reference
– Ensure that the cross-functional communication plan clarify roles, 

responsibilities and reporting
– When possible, make planning decisions sooner so that we can 

communicate what is actually happening to impacted property 
sooner.
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Recommendations

• Strengthen consistency 
– Adopt a “business partner” model and assign one relationship 

manager for the entirety of a given project
– Ensure Sound Transit’s customer communication expectations are 

made clear to consultants 
– Train staff on cultural and equity implications when communicating 

with diverse populations
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Recommendations

• Increase communication transparency and quality 
– Incorporate continuous improvement into process by asking property 

owners and renters for their input
– Assign a project team to revise current all current written 

communication templates using “plain language” standards
– Create a communications template library to customize in the 

outreach planning process
– Determine feasibility of an online customer portal that stores all 

communication in one place
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Notification Letter: 2017 Example

Areas of concern:

• Dense text; some jargon used

• Important information buried

• Did not set clear expectations

• Impersonal
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Notification Letter: New Standards

Approach:

• Plain language; define terms

• Be brief, lead with most important info

• Set clear expectations

• Balance formality with personal tone

• Enclose a map and/or brochure as 
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Next Steps

• Some changes already underway:

 Clarifying rrevisions have already been made to outgoing letters
 All impacted property owners are now receiving a phone call before 

receiving a letter from Sound Transit
 In the process of designing a centralized, internal IT solution that will 

catalogue all customer communication in one place
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Timeline
Q3 2018 Q4 2018 2019

Implement 
centralized IT 

solution

Complete re-draft of 
key letters

Incorporate property 
owners/renters 

in project 
communication work 

plan

Equity training for outreach staff Complete review of 
supplementary 

materials

Evaluate “single 
point of contact” 
recommendation 

Complete review 
of relevant 

consultant contracts

Design customer 
feedback system
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